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To
The Secretary,
Central Electricity Regulatory commission,
lrd ft {th Floor, Chanderkok Building,
36, Janpath,NEw DELHI - 110 001

lo
The Secretaries of all States
Electricity Regulatory Commissions/JERCs.

Sub : Supply of Coal under Mlne Speclflc Notified price to Power Sector
Consumers from Western Coalfields Ltd., (WCL| , a subsidiary of CIL.

Dear Sir,
WCL vide its Price Notification NO. WCL/GM(M&S)/2OL9l3O7 dated 01.11.2019 (copy

enclosed as AnneJ<.l) has notified the Price of coal for Power and Non-power sectors in terms of
Mine Specific Pricing Policy wherein CIL authorized WCL to notify for such Prices for sustainability
in production from its identified Mines. Under this policy, the viability of mines are assessed by
the subsidiary Coal Cos., and accordingly, the prices are notified by the Subsidiary Coal
companies for their Specific mines after subsuming additional amount over CIL Notified Price and
thus renotified price is known as "Mine Specific Notified Price", as has been done by WCL.

While operationalizing the same, we are in receipt of representation from Association of
Power Producers (APPs) vide letter No.APP/DG l2Ol9-2O11436 dated 29.11.2019 (copy enclosed
as Annex.2), wherein considering the viability of WCL mines notified under "Mine Specific Notified
Price" policy have requested us to inform you so that the same is accepted by the Regulatory
Commission under their PPAs based on competitive bidding under Section 63 of Electricity
Act'2003 and any additional impact can be passed on under "change-ln law" by the concerned
Regulatory Commissions to the Power Producers.

Sir, since 8O% of coal produced by CIL through its subsidiary Cos., including WCL is
supplied to the Power Producers coverd under both the Sections 62 & 63 of Electricity Act'2003
as amended, we, therefore, earnestly submit before you that the Power Producers be allowed to
get necessary pass through under "change-in-law" as submitted by APP vide their above referred
letter so that the Power Producers are able to source Coal from Source Specific Mines instead of
importing coal leading to extra burden on our National Foreign Exhange reserves.

Thanking you,

Encl: As above

Copy to : Chairman, CIL
: CMD, WCL
: GM(M&S),CIL, Kolkata
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Sub: Grade Ullise Hotified Price for Power and Non powqr from Mine $pecific
$ources

The Mine Specific price shall be applicable for the following 11 Mines of WCL:

gt.
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No of
Mines

Mine

1 BALLARPLJR 1 Pouni ll OC
.) MAJRI 1 Yekona Amalqamated I &[ OC

J NAGPUR J
Bhanegaon OC,Singhori 0C,
Gondegaon OC

4 UMRER aJ
Makardhokda * | OC,GokLtl OC,
Makardhokda - llli Dinesh 0C

5 WANI 3
Penganga OC,Mungoli OC,Niljai
OC

The mine specific notified price for alt Grades applicable for above mines are given in Table-

l. The Mine specific sr:urces and corresponding price will be applicable to all buyers of power

and non power sector with effect fronr 00:00 hours of 02n'rNovember 2019. ln addition to the
mine specific notified price of coat, all the elements of other charges,taxes and levies as are
presently charged shall continue to remain applicable as per the existing notification of
CTL/VVCL and as notified from time to time.

This issues with the approval of competent authority 
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